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Dear reader, do you feel the weight of this book in your hands?

What if I told you there was a place in Belgium that held nothing but index cards and pigeon shit. In the basement of the Mundaneum,

enter the lecture theater—dimly-lit, steeply-ranked—between two busts decorated in floral wreaths. What remains of their disciplines

—*Les Amis du Palais Mondial*—
gather each year to honor their fathers.

In Otlet’s Mundaneum, everything has a place and everyone can speak the universal language.

What if I told you a card catalog could stretch the length of the world?

Open a drawer and each leaf bears nothing but the essence of a thing.

In a perfect world, knowledge is not confined in books but hyperlinked.

And there really is a tree somewhere between the Tigris and Euphrates.

I submit the leaf and fig as evidence, every single fact in the world written down.

Reader, you are the only one who can attest to things I have experienced and written down.
Notes

Some of the language and imagery in this poem is borrowed from the following two sources:


The concept of reader as witness originates from Muriel Rukeyser’s 1949 book *The Life of Poetry*:

“Audience” or “reader” or “listener” seems inadequate. I suggest the old word “witness,” which includes the act of seeing or knowing by personal experience, as well as the act of giving evidence. The overtone of responsibility in this word is not present in the others… announcing with the poem that we are about to change, that work is being done on the self. (p. 175 in 1996 edition)